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Review of Krause et al.

A reduction in nucleus accumbens (NAc)
activity is associated with an increase in
feeding under several experimental con-
ditions. In the late 1990s, Kelley et al. re-
ported that sated rats ate “voraciously”
when an AMPA antagonist or GABAA ag-
onist was infused into the NAc shell, an
effect specific to feeding, not water con-
sumption or chewing movements (re-
viewed by Kelly et al., 2005). Later,
Roitman et al. found that infusing sucrose
directly into rats’ mouths was correlated
with a decrease in the firing rate of NAc
neurons (Roitman et al., 2005). However,
neither line of work addressed whether a
reduction in NAc neuron firing is neces-
sary for feeding to occur. A recent study by
Krause et al. (2010) published in The
Journal of Neuroscience tested this by
electrically stimulating neurons while rats
licked a spout for sugar water. The authors
found that stimulating certain sites in the
NAc shell and NAc core transiently
stopped licking behavior, and concluded

that a pause in NAc neuron firing is nec-
essary for feeding behavior to occur.

There are several types of neurons in
the NAc, and so the following question
arises: which neurons must pause to
maintain feeding behavior? Although the
authors did not speculate about the bio-
chemical nature of the neurons they stim-
ulated, it is likely that stimulation affected
GABAergic medium spiny neurons (MSNs),
the most abundant cell type in the NAc
(�90%) and the only neurons that project
out of this region. There are two main
types of MSNs: those containing D1-like
receptors and those that express D2-like
dopamine receptors; colocalization of
D1-like and D2-like receptors occurs in
�1% of NAc MSNs (Shuen et al., 2008). Is
a pause in both D1 and D2 MSNs required
for feeding behavior, or is a pause in one
type more critical than the other? We will
discuss the known projections of D1 and
D2 MSNs and how a pause in each type is
predicted to effect feeding.

The projections of MSNs from the
NAc core are similar to those from the
dorsal striatum (Nicola, 2007; Humphries
and Prescott, 2010). D1 MSNs in both ar-
eas excite the motor thalamus via a direct
pathway, whereas D2 MSNs inhibit the
motor thalamus via an indirect pathway.
The main difference between the NAc
core and dorsal striatum projections is
that D2 MSNs of the NAc core project to
the dorsolateral portion of the ventral pal-
lidum (VP) (Fig. 1E), whereas those of the

dorsal striatum project to the globus
pallidus.

Activation of D2 MSNs in either the
NAc core or the dorsal striatum ultimately
reduces excitatory drive to motor thala-
mus, and thus inhibits movement. There-
fore, a pause in some D2 MSNs in NAc
core is expected to promote licking move-
ments. Conversely, stimulating some of
these D2 MSNs during an ongoing licking
behavior is predicted to inhibit move-
ment. We suspect that stimulation of D2
MSNs likely mediates the reduction in
feeding seen by Krause et al. (2010).

In contrast to D2 MSNs, activation of
D1 MSNs of the NAc core stimulates mo-
tor thalamus and promotes movement
(Fig. 1E). A pause in D1 MSNs would re-
duce licking movements, whereas stimu-
lating some of these neurons would likely
enhance motor output. Therefore, stimu-
lation of D1 MSNs is unlikely to mediate
the reduction in feeding seen by Krause et
al. (2010).

Understanding how a pause in NAc
shell neurons maintains feeding is more
complicated than for NAc core, because
the projections of D1 and D2 MSNs from
NAc shell are not well characterized.
However, it is established that glutamate
neurons in the lateral hypothalamus (LH)
are a major target of MSNs, and the NAc
shell is the only striatal region that sends
projections to LH (Mogenson et al., 1983;
Heimer et al., 1991; Sano and Yokoi,
2007). The LH is an orexigenic region that
projects to brainstem nuclei important for
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feeding-related motor patterns and auto-
nomic arousal (Kelley et al., 2005). MSNs
from the NAc shell also project to the
medial ventral pallidum, which inhibits
neurons in the LH (Heimer et al., 1991;
Groenewegen et al., 1993). Thus, it ap-
pears that “direct” and “indirect” path-
ways from the NAc shell to the LH may
exist. Whether these pathways originate
with D1 and D2 MSNs, as they do in the
NAc core and dorsal striatum, has not
been explored (Humphries and Prescott,
2010).

We examined the Gene Expression
Nervous System Atlas (GENSAT) image
database of D1 and D2 neurons express-
ing green fluorescent protein from BAC
transgenic mice and found that D2 neu-
rons appear to send robust projections di-
rectly to LH (Fig. 1C,D, plus adjacent
sections not shown here). However, D1
neurons do not appear to project robustly
to LH (Fig. 1A, plus adjacent sections not
shown here). This suggests that a direct
pathway from the NAc shell to the LH
may originate with D2 MSNs, and an in-
direct pathway, potentially via the medial
ventral pallidum, might originate with D1
MSNs (Fig. 1E). This is consistent with a
report showing that D1 MSNs from the
NAc shell project to the VP (Lu et al.,

1998). This anatomy may be the reverse of
NAc core and dorsal striatum output
pathways, but the functional effects are
likely to be similar. A pause in some D2
MSNs in the NAc shell is predicted to pro-
mote activity in the LH and maintain
feeding, whereas a pause in some D1
MSNs is predicted to reduce feeding. This
is a relatively simple model of the NAc to
LH projection; detailed anatomical and
functional studies are needed to deter-
mine the output pathways of D1 and D2
MSNs from the NAc shell and their
functions.

The role of the NAc shell and NAc core
in feeding and other appetitive behaviors
is still hotly debated (Humphries and
Prescott, 2010), but Kelley et al. (2005)
have suggested that the NAc shell is criti-
cal for basic consumption and foraging
behaviors, whereas the NAc core is more
important for relatively complex appeti-
tive tasks, which may involve pavlovian
learning. The feeding task used by Krause
et al. (2010) required that the animal learn
to associate a cue with the availability of
sucrose (pavlovian learning) and then
perform an operant task to acquire the su-
crose (moving to the opposite side of the
cage to lick a spout). It is possible that
both the NAc shell and NAc core have a

role to play in the feeding behavior elicited
by this task, and this may explain why ef-
fective stimulation sites were found in
both regions.

Krause et al. (2010) elegantly described
two populations of neurons based on fir-
ing properties before, during, and after
rats licked a spout for sugar water. These
two types have firing patterns that bear a
striking resemblance to the expected fir-
ing patterns of D2 and D1 MSNs during
this task. Type 1 neurons increased their
firing rate from �4 to 15 Hz after a cue
signaling sucrose availability was pre-
sented. Then, they began to pause �1 s
before the rat initiated its first lick on the
sugar spout (Krause et al., 2010, their Figs.
2, 3) and remained quiescent while the an-
imal licked the spout even if sucrose was
no longer being dispensed (Krause et al.,
2010, their Fig. 4). Based on these find-
ings, the authors concluded that type 1
neurons encode the motor program re-
quired for consumption of sucrose. This
conclusion contrasts with previous re-
ports interpreting a pause in NAc neurons
as encoding the rewarding aspects of a
substance (Roitman et al., 2005) (see dis-
cussion by Krause et al., 2010). Further-
more, Krause et al. (2010) found that the
stimulation sites in the NAc that were

Figure 1. A, C, Projections of D1-containing (A) and D2-containing (C) neurons in mouse brain, courtesy of GENSAT. B, Anatomical locations at interaural 1.08 mm defined by Paxinos and Franklin
(2001). Bar � 1 mm. D, In situ hybridization for D2 mRNA, courtesy of the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas (Allen Institute for Brain Research, 2009). E, Simplified schematic of the known (solid lines) and
hypothesized (dashed lines) output pathways of the nucleus accumbens. We propose that the type 1 neurons defined by Krause et al. (2010) are D2 MSNs and the type 2 neurons are D1 MSNs. Open
circles, inhibitory neurons; filled circles, excitatory neurons. CPu, Caudate–putamen; NAc (Sh/C), nucleus accumbens (shell/core); Tu, olfactory tubercle; SN (R/C), substantia nigra (reticulata/
compacta); RRF, retrorubral field; STN, subthalamic nucleus.
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most effective at inhibiting licking for su-
crose overlapped significantly with the
sites where type 1 neurons were recorded
(Krause et al., 2010, their Fig. 8). This sug-
gests that a pause in type 1 neurons in the
NAc is required to maintain feeding. Even
though the authors found type 1 cells and
effective stimulation cites in the dorsal
striatum, these sites do not appear to
overlap. Therefore, it is unclear whether a
pause in dorsal striatum MSNs is required
to maintain feeding in the task used by
Krause et al. (2010).

Based on the anatomical evidence de-
scribed above suggesting that a pause in
D2 MSNs, but not D1 MSNs, maintains
feeding behavior, we propose that type 1
neurons are D2 MSNs (Fig. 1E). It is in-
teresting that type 1 neurons increased
their firing rate during cue presentation
and before pausing. If these are D2 MSNs,
this burst of activity may inhibit a current
action so that another action, in this case
licking behavior, can commence. These
neurons may then pause to prevent fur-
ther inhibition and maintain feeding. We
predict, however, that without the
ramping phase and inhibition of the
current action, feeding behavior would
not be initiated. The function of D2
MSN firing in the NAc shell and NAc
core during the preparatory versus con-
sumption phases of feeding could be tested
using optogenetic approaches (Gradinaru et
al., 2008).

Krause et al. (2010) described a second
type of neuron that remained active at
�3– 6 Hz during the cue presentation,
and then increased firing rate when type 1
neurons began to pause, and/or during
licking behavior (Krause et al., 2010, their
Fig. 2) (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental ma-

terial). We propose that type 2 neurons
are D1 MSNs, because an increase in D1
MSN firing rate is predicted to promote
motor behavior: licking in this case. In
fact, Krause et al. (2010) found that low
levels of stimulation actually increased
lick frequency (Krause et al., 2010, their
Fig. 5). Because D1 MSNs are slightly
more abundant than D2 MSNs (35 vs
26%, respectively) (Shuen et al., 2008),
stimulation may initially recruit some D1
MSNs that promote feeding behavior.
However, more robust stimulation could
activate enough type 1 neurons/putative
D2 MSNs to put the brake on the motor
systems needed for feeding. Even if D1
MSNs fire during high levels of stimula-
tion, the effect may be akin to revving an
engine: the system is not likely to produce
feeding if the brakes are on.

What is the role of dopamine in this
system? Dopamine release during the
training/learning phase of this feeding
task may be important for setting up the
synaptic weights that produce a pause in
the appropriate D2 MSNs and increased
firing rates in the appropriate D1 MSNs
when a cue predicting sucrose availability
is presented and consumption is initiated.
The molecular identification of type 1 and
2 neurons would merge this impressive in
vivo work with studies on the role of do-
pamine signaling in MSN plasticity and
reward learning.
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